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Abstract: Traditional cryptography technique uses English words. Due to the limited dictionary of the English unauthorized
entity can guess the cipher text. The DNA sequences do not follow such properties. It means the conversion of message to
DNA sequences make it robust against attacks. This paper performs the DNA cryptography and then hides the DNA
sequence in to the random frame of a video. The result analysis shows that the frame is imperceptible the video seems to be
same. The enhancement in PSNR value and reduction in MSE shows the effectiveness of the technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION
DNA stands for “Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid”. It is a polymer of nucleotides. Each nucleotide contains three things: a 5carbon sugar molecule, nitrogenous base and phosphate group. Depending upon nitrogenous base, nucleotides of DNA can be
of four types: Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C), Thymine (T).

Fig 1: Structure of DNA

Where Adenine and Guanine are purines and Cytosine and thymine are pyrimidines. DNA is a double-helical structure with
both strands running in opposite direction with the pairing of bases such that Guanine always pairs with Cytosine and Adenine
always pairs with Thymine. The sugar molecule and phosphate group links together to form the backbone of each strand. The
3’carbon of sugar molecule connects to 5’carbon of next sugar molecule through phosphate group [25]. In DNA cryptography,
the four bases Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine(C) and Thymine (T) are used to capture the information.
II. OPERATIONS ON DNA
L. Kari[7] in her article, break down the process of DNA computing into several steps which are considered as the primitive
operations for DNA computation. These operations are as follows:
DNA Synthesis: Encoding of text written in any language is done over four alphabets {A, C, G, T} to obtain a single strand
of DNA.
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Hybridization: Based on the complementary theory of Watson- Crick, single strands of DNA with opposite orientation join

together in order to form a double helical structure. This operation is also known as annealing.
Cutting: A specific short length sequence of DNA is selected called restriction enzyme. This restriction enzyme is mapped
with the double-stranded DNA. The site where the occurrence of this restriction enzyme found in a double-stranded DNA
sequence is known as restriction site. The enzyme cuts the DNA sequence from that location in a specific sequence which is
same as that of the enzyme. As a result, two “blunt-ended” double strands of DNA are left or two double-stranded DNA with
single-stranded overhangs known as “sticky-ends” are left.
Ligation: This operation is reverse of cutting. In this, an enzyme known as DNA ligase, repairs and rejoins the resultant
double-stranded DNA sequences of cutting operation.
Separation: This operation is carried out by using gel electrophoresis technique. In this, DNA molecules are filtered out
according to their size (small or large).
Extraction: A single stranded DNA molecule that contains the targeted subsequence of bases is extracted by a process of
affinity purification.
DNA replication: It is done with the help of polymerase chain reaction and a primer. In this,

multiple copies of the

complemented segment of DNA template which starts with primer sequence are produced.
All these operations can be performed in parallel.
III. DNA CRYPTOGRAPHY
In this existing method, the algorithm first randomly selects a DNA sequence for example, TAGCATGACT. Each letter is
then given a subscript index starting from 0. Message index is the first positional index value of the DNA sequence. As the next
step, any complementary rule. As per the algorithm, a single letter is replaced with a specific letter defined by the
complementary rule. For example, if the complementary rule 1 is selected, then, as a first bit (most significant bit) apart from
the obtained sequence, a letter ‘A’ is inserted which implicitly tells the receiver that rule 1 is selected. Likewise, if letter ‘C’ is
inserted, then it tells that rule 2 is used and ‘G’ is used for rule 3.
The message to be encoded is then taken and each letter in the faked DNA sequence is given subscript. Each letter in the
message is converted into its ASCII equivalent and they are then converted into equivalent binary form. Each two digits in the
converted binary sequence are converted. Then, the message index position (first position of each letter) in the faked DNA
sequence is applied to each letter of the converted sequence. Each digit in the resultant sequence is replaced with its equivalent
three digit binary value and the equivalent alphabet value is replaced for the binary value. For example, if the obtained binary
value is 010 011 101 … , then it will be replaced as C D F… where A has the value 000, B has 001 and so on. The resultant
sequence of alphabets is transmitted over to the receiver. In the receiver side, the reverse process is done in which the original
receiver knows the complementary rules and the randomly selected DNA sequence. The message to be sent is then encoded
with the fake DNA sequence and transmitted.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The parameters evaluated are PSNR, MSE and the total percentage of bit change. PSNR is the measure of the image
quality. Generally when PSNR is 40db or greater, then the original and the stego images are virtually indistinguishable by
human observer.
PSNR and MSE are defined as follows:
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and MSE =

PSNR = 10
Where

and

are the original and watermarked image, respectively, n is the number of pixels.

Higher the PSNR means better image quality.
The total percentage of the bit change represents the amount of bits change in the cover data to get the stego data. Lower
the bit change better is the technique.
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Figure 4: Comparison of PSNR Values
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Figure 5: Comparison of MSE Values

The result comparison clearly shows that the amount of bit change reduced drastically. This signifies the importance of the
proposed technique. The amount of the bit change reduced means both data that is original data and the stego data seems to be
same. The higher values of the PSNR also show the effectiveness of the technique.
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Figure 6: Comparison of % Bit change Values

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The paper proposed a cascaded cryptography and Steganography by using the DNA cryptography and video
Steganography. The work is implemented using the MATLAB and PNSR and MSR along with the % bit change is analysed.
The increase in the PSNR and decrease in the MSE shows the effectiveness of the technique. The % bit change reduces a lot i.e.
the resultant seems to be same as the original. It increases the imperceptibility. In future the work can be extended by using the
audio cover media.
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